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Conference Council Minutes  
Missouri Mid-South Conference, United Church of Christ 

October 1st-2nd, 2010 
 

Present:  Jeff Whitman, Conference Minister; Brady Abel, Moderator; Wes Hurt, Vice-
Moderator; Leah Atkinson Bilinski, Secretary (until Sat. 2:00 pm); Joyce Bathke; Jamie Schultz; 
Dannie Burk; Mauri Peaco; Steve Buchholz (Friday and Sat. morning); Mark Roberts; Judi 
Privitt; Martha Hawthorne; Jackie Tyler; Betsy Happel; Andy Mockridge; Chuck Adams; Les 
Kemp; Cindy Moeller; Ron Wendle; Jerry Cundiff; Dennis Berger (Friday and Sat. morning); 
Connie Brooks (Sat.); Marc Wessels, Associate Conference Minister; Dale Parson, Associate 
Conference Minister; Don Bizer, Interim Director for Outdoor Ministries (Sat.); Jeff Fulk, 
Director of Shannondale (Sat.); Jerry Paul, Deaconess Foundation (Fri. guest); Steven Jeffries 
(Sat. guest); Mike McKee, Conference Attorney (Sat. guest) 

Absent:  Don Hubatka, Treasurer; Charlotte Ward and Don Frandsen 

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 1 
Gathering commenced at 7:13 PM  
with a welcome by Jeff Whitman, Conference Minister  
and opening devotion led by Dale Parson, Associate Conference Minister 
 
Jerry Paul, President and CEO of the Deaconess Foundation of St. Louis led the council in some 
group development activities, including sharing of our experiences of the best and worst boards 
on which we have served. 
 
Our time together ended for the evening at 9:15 PM. 
 

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 2 
Gathering commenced at 8:30 AM  
with a devotion led by Marc Wessels, Associate Conference Minister 
 
Brady Abel called the conference council meeting to order at 8:50 AM, highlighting topics to be 
covered for the morning.   
 
Secretary’s Report:  None, as this is our first meeting.  Leah Bilinski shared that she would 
need to leave the meeting at 2:00 to preach at an evening service and requested that someone 
take over the taking of minutes at 2:00.  Jackie Tyler agreed.   
 
Treasurer’s Report:  Brady Abel shared in lieu of Don Hubatka.  Conference deficit is 
currently at about $36,000.  The Camp Mo-Val deficit stands at about $100,000 for the year 
(with about $50,000 in outstanding 2010 camp fees to reduce that to $50,000).   
 
Questions were posed by Jerry Cundiff and Dannie Burk regarding status of reserves.  Jeff 
Whitman clarified that restricted reserves are not touched to address these deficits.  Money that is 
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unrestricted is almost gone.  We will have to deal over the next 12-18 months with how we will 
now handle the deficit.  There will be some difficult decisions that need to be made.   
 
Andy Mockridge asked that if we were to approve the Carbon Credit Program, would that money 
go into unrestricted reserves.  Brady shared that this would be a decision for the conference 
council to make.   
 
Betsy Happel asked about current plans to deal with this year’s deficit.  Jeff shared that to pay a 
recent $50,000 Pension Board bill (with only $600 in the bank), they borrowed the money from 
unrestricted reserves.  OCWM money is down across the board.  Conference staff are talking 
about the need to encourage churches to give monthly to OCWM, not once a year (the 
conference, for its part, remits its OCWM pledge percentage to the national church on a monthly 
basis).  Cash flow will be helped when $50,000-75,000 come in from Camp Mo-Val through 
remitted bills and fundraisers.   
 
Joyce Bathke asked and had confirmed that we will be receiving a balance report (rather than just 
budget sheets) for future conference council meetings. 
 
Conference Minister’s Report:   
Endowment Fund:  On Monday of this week, Jeff attended a banquet with those people who 
were left from Bethlehem Church, which closed about a year ago.  The conference received a 
check for $142,000, designated toward the Conference Endowment Fund, which is an restricted 
fund.  That amount doubled the amount in the fund.  Jeff’s idea is that over the next five years, 
he would like individuals from this group to strategize toward building up and maintaining this 
fund.  Interest from this money from Bethlehem, even at a low percentage return, will probably 
be greater than the OCWM amount they were giving.  The prospects for revenue from interest in 
this fund is good.  There are two other churches in similar situations from which we might 
receive moneys for this fund soon (Garden Light/St. Luke’s and Friedens Chapel).  Garden 
Light/St. Luke’s has not completely closed; they are still dealing with some loose end legal 
issues following the settling of financial issues.  Friedens is having their last worship November 
21st.  Their building is sold.    
 
Conference Office Moving:  Eden has sold the white house and other buildings on Eden’s 
campus.  Parking situations have changed.  If you visit the conference office before and after 
they move, please take care to read signs so as not to be ticketed or towed by Webster 
University. 
 
E-Courier and Website:  The E-Courier format has been redone and other changes are being 
made, such as to extend biter bits for different articles.  Jeff requested that churches submit 
pictures; we could definitely use them.  The website has been redesigned.  Leslie Evans has 
actively and is actively working to make these tools more and more effective.   
 
Shannondale:  Jeff inquired as to how many on the conference council had never been to 
Shannondale.  About half raised their hands.  Jeff encouraged the council to visit and suggested 
that a future meeting of the council happen at Shannondale.  Jeff asked how many had never 
visited Camp Mo-Val.  Four raised their hands. 
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Conference Council Committees:  Jeff drew the council’s attention to the four committee 
descriptions in the conference bylaws:  Leadership Development, Finance and Development, 
Local Church, and Wider Church.  Jeff talked about the equal division of conference council 
members onto each committee.  He highlighted a bit of what tasks each committee would 
facilitate happening.  The role of these committees is not to do this work, but to set policy and 
delegate authority to covenanted ministries empowered to do the ministry and maintain 
accountability back to the conference council committee.  Reports (back to the council 
committee under which they fall) will be expected from covenanted ministries.  There are some 
covenanted ministries we know need to take shape within the six to nine months.  These include 
youth ministries, young adult ministries, stewardship and others.  Some of the covenanted 
ministries will be brainstormed from within the council committees, but we will also be open to 
receiving ideas from the visions and passions of others within the conference who we might 
empower to organize groups.  We have some real freedom to be intentional about how we are 
going to be conference leadership for the conference.  Jeff passed out a sheet on which 
conference council members were asked to rank interests for serving on each of the committees.  
He asked that members turn these in before leaving.        
 
Motion was made by Dannie Burk to go to what was formerly known as Supporting Ministry, 
asking that they continue in their role for one year, working specifically on the task of issuing, 
receiving and reviewing ministry applications and delegating grants to those ministries chosen.  
Ministries chosen will receive a portion of the $15,000 designated to this budget line.  Seconded 
by Steve Buchholz.  Discussion was requested by Cindy Moeller and Dale Parson.  Joyce Bathke 
described work of Supporting Ministry in the past and Dale and Joyce listed some of the 
ministries that have received money.  Jeff requested that Joyce work with him and Leslie to 
make sure applications are updated and ready to post on website.  Motion passed. 
 
Les Kemp asked as to the frequency and regularity of gatherings of the executive committee for 
the council.  Brady shared that executive committee meetings would happen in-between 
conference council meetings, with the primary task to set agenda for conference council 
meetings.   
 
Adopting future meeting dates:  The executive committee has proposed that we meet Saturday, 
January 8th, Saturday, April 9th (both somewhere close to a 9:30-3:30 timeframe), and the Friday 
before the conference gathering at Drury June 10th, for a few hours of the early afternoon.         
 
Proposal to end annual gathering Saturday night:  The annual gathering has been set to 
regularly happen on the second weekend of June each year.  This year, it happens to fall on 
Pentecost weekend, a rarity.  The conference staff discussed and have suggested that we end the 
annual conference gathering on Saturday night so clergy and others can return to their churches 
for Sunday celebrations of Pentecost.  Dale Parson added the idea and shared interest around a 
possible gathering/clergy get-together that could take place on Thursday night.  Steve Buchholz 
shared support for this idea, stating need for such get-togethers beyond the Persons in Ministry 
gathering.   
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Betsy Happel raised discussion around the time of starting the meeting Friday.  This led into a 
discussion of both the starting and ending time Saturday, what type of schedule compels people 
to stay, what causes them to leave early, what entices them to come at all, etc.  Betsy, Mauri 
Peaco and Mark Roberts raised awareness that Pentecost is a day on which many churches 
expect their pastor to be present and that it is also a Sunday on which confirmation often takes 
place.  This may affect attendance at the annual gathering.    
 
Steve Bucholz made motion that the council approve the annual conference gathering ending on 
Saturday.  Joyce seconded the motion.  Brady called the question.  Motion passed. 
 
Brady called a break a 10:00.   
Meeting reconvened at 10:15. 
 
Finite Carbon Credit Program and Contract Presentation:   
Jeff Whitman introduced the program by providing a short background on the tree farm that has 
operated at Shannondale since 1929.  We own the oldest tree farm in Missouri. 
 
Steven Jeffreys introduced himself and topics to be covered in the presentation:  1) “climate 
change – fact or fiction,” 2) “how a cap and trade program works,” and 3) “proposed contract 
with Finite Carbon.” 
 

1) We were shown a graph of measurements of CO2 concentrations in atmosphere since 
1960 at a particular location in Hawaii (data prepared by NOAA).  We were then shown 
another map of continental U.S., indicating CO2 Emissions – sources and sinks, followed 
by another graph from the Pew Center for Climate Change showing global temperatures 
measured from 1850 up to 2005 indicating a trend of rising temperatures.  The vertical 
line of the graph showed an increase of roughly a couple degrees.  The next graph (from 
Earlham University) showed long term surface temperatures over the course of 1000 
years, indicating valleys and spikes of climate change over the long term (indicates rises 
and falls and that we are just currently in a rise).  Pending Federal Climate Change 
Legislation includes the Climate Security Act (2007), the Waxman-Markey Bill (passed 
House two years ago) and Boxer-Kerry bill (introduced in 2009).  A couple other related 
bills have also been introduced more recently.  With pending elections, congress will 
probably not address climate change in the remainder of this year at least. 
   

2) Last year the EPA adopted a regulation requiring corporations to record and report a 
measurement of their emissions.  Goals for reduction in Green House gas emissions 
include caps of increasing percentages in set years.  The EPA will grant so many 
allowances to emit carbon emissions.  The number of allowances will be racheted down, 
to reach emission targets over time.  1 Allowance = 1 ton CO2e.  Issuance of Allowances 
(in millions):  4,627 in 2012 down to 1,035 in 2050, with limits set for every five years.  
How are cap and trade going to affect anybody?  Mr. Jeffries showed a graph indicating 
how allowances or “Cap” are supposed to affect emissions projections.  In each year, the 
allowances will always be less than what the emissions will be.  Example:  If a certain 
company is required to make a 4% reduction in emissions, they can either 1)violate law, 
2)cut back production, negatively affecting revenue, or 3) come up with 40 allowances 
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(one for each ton).  Mr. Jeffries then showed the two cost choices of companies to 
purchase emission credits – outright or through use of carbon credits.  The value of a 
carbon credit is greater than the cost to achieve carbon credit reduction, thus making 
carbon credits the better business choice.   
 
Les Kemp asked if these carbon credits are traded on the Chicago Climate Exchange.  
Mr. Jeffries affirmed this.  Les followed with a question as to whether Shannondale could 
privately sell their carbon credits.  Mr. Jeffries affirmed this, but explained the benefit of 
going through a Climate Registry.  Les asked if the credits could vary in worth over time.  
Mr. Jeffries said that if a Cap and Trade Program is passed, these credits will increase 
nicely over time.  If it is not passed, they will stay at about the same worth at which they 
are currently. 
       

3) About a year ago, Finite Carbon submitted a proposal.  Jeff Fulk shared that in 
approaching the idea of engaging this program, they marked specific sized plots and 
measured everything three inches and taller.  All this prep work led them to be able to 
calculate their carbon credits.  It also led them to realize that they could harvest more of 
their forest than they currently do.  The direct result of this has been a last sale of timber 
bringing revenue of $68,000, in comparison with $22,000 in the prior year.  Finite 
Carbon suggested that Shannondale go through Climate Action Registry (hereafter, 
referred to as CAR) because Shannondale is a state-of-the-art tree farm, recognized by 
the state of Missouri as being run very, very well.  CAR recognizes tree farms that exceed 
national requirements and reward them in initial payments.  An initial payment projected 
for Shannondale upon entering this agreement would be $600,000.  Jeffries asked us to 
set this fact aside, however, and consider the upsides for the conference without this 
initial payment.  Given the size of Shannondale’s tree farm, a conservative estimate is 
that with 4000 acres, 8,000 carbon credits are being produced per year.  There are some 
CAR transaction fees and other annual verification fees, fees related to carbon 
aggregators grouping small projects like Shannondale together.  There are no initial costs 
to Shannondale.  Six years in, there will be very minimal fees, only related to annual 
verification fees.  Gross revenue will be $40,000.  If you subtract fees, remaining revenue 
indicates the cost share between Shannondale and Finite Carbon with a conservative 
estimate of $27,000 in each of the first six years.   
 
Cindy Moeller shared her view that the percentage kept by Finite Carbon seemed unfair 
(25% in first year, 50% in next five years).  Jeffries shared that he thinks we have a 
window of about a month or two before a decision needs to be finalized.   
 
Connie Brooks asked for clarification as to why we need a middleman.  Jeffries explained 
that there’s nothing to say that Shannondale can’t privately sell its credits, but there is 
great time and effort involved in that.   
 
Andy shared that in her view, it would behoove us to hire someone like Finite Carbon 
because of costs involved in management, research, marketing and many other areas.  We 
would be hurting ourselves and our opportunities not to, but she is bothered by Finite 
Carbon receiving 50%.   
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Don Bizer highlighted that after six years, the contract would be reviewed regarding fees, 
but we would receive 100% minus the fees if we market on our own.   
 
Cindy Moeller asked for clarification on the 100 year requirement.  Jeffries explained that 
CAR requirements state that if you break that agreement, you have to pay back the 
carbon credits dollar for dollar.   
 
Wes asked how – after the first six years – would we market the carbon credits.  Jeff Fulk 
shared that this issue overall can be very confusing to people.  He shared that in a broader 
vision, he’d like us to think of the 100 year commitment as a significant follow-up to our 
conference and national church commitment to go green.  We will be protecting that 
forest for 100 years.  He also stressed that we’re learning as we go.  Maybe after six 
years, we’ll be ready to go on our own.  But maybe we won’t and we’ll need to extend 
into another six year contract.   
 
Jackie Tyler shared her concern for checks and balances and received clarification of how 
we would approach this.   
 
Jeff Whitman shared that three companies were approached, and that by far, Finite 
Carbon offered the best deal.  Jeff, Jeffries and Mike McKee shared that a market has 
emerged for these credits, and companies are beginning to buy these credits for between 
$5 and $7.  Another option would be to bank our carbon credits and hold them until the 
cost does reach $50 (projected within 20 years).  Jeff shared that the EPA has essentially 
said to Congress “you can either pass Cap and Trade or we’re going to regulate this 
industry.”  Something is bound to happen.  Jeffries shared that the EU has had an active 
policy since 2004.  In the future, it may come to pass that carbon credits in the U.S and 
EU will be tradable.  At present, that is not the fact.   
 
Les asked if Finite Carbon is a publicly traded company.  They are not.  They are 
privately traded.   
 
Mike McKee shared some of what Finite Carbon has agreed to (that applies to us):   

• If someone else has a claim on any credits, they will buy them out (we initially 
worked with a couple companies and made some initial agreements, but there 
were no money exchanges – there shouldn’t be any expenses related to this, but 
some costs to fully investigate that);  

• Will select an appropriate standard for the project;  
• Will establish a registry account and manage it;  
• Will arrange for project under the standard; arrange for other standards;  
• Will assist in site visits;  
• Will deal with FCC;  
• Will project inventory;  
• Marketing;  
• Will negotiate with third party buyers.   
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Mike McKee tried to put things in perspective by saying that there is money on the table; 
we can’t do this on our own; it’s the best that’s available in the market; we might not like 
the terms on the table regarding shared profits, but entering into this contract is the only 
way to pick up the money.   
 
Les asked about the potential of a trial run, utilizing only part of Shannondale.  Jeffries 
said that this option had been addressed, but it was discovered that these companies will 
not deal with partial contracts.  The Shannondale Tree Farm is registered as having a 
certain number of acres and all or nothing must be entered into this contract.  Don shared 
reality that Shannondale’s 4000 acres is a small project; it is to our benefit that this 
aggregate option is before us for that small of an amount.   
 
Jeff Whitman shared clarification that we are sharing the benefits and the risks.   
 
Jeffries shared that there would only be two possiblilties in which the conference would 
be exposed to direct financial responsibility to Finite Carbon:  breach of contract before 
the end of 100 years and intentional destruction on our part.   
 
Ron Wendle asked if there is any liability with natural disaster.  There is not.   
 
It was asked whether the 50% was negotiable.  Jeffries shared that everything is 
negotiable.  Jeff Whitman asked if there is an industry standard.  Jeffries shared that there 
is not because of how brand new this is.  He could go back to them saying that the board 
of directors doesn’t like the 50%, but we need to understand that Finite Carbon could 
walk at that point.  Jeffries shared that as a show of good faith, Finite Carbon has already 
submitted initial information at their expense on this project (as a placeholder of sorts).  
The longer we delay, the greater risk we are taking.  Jeff Whitman offered for us to think 
about how we, in general, want to proceed today (over lunch) and come back to talk after 
lunch.   
 
Betsy Happel added that she appreciated the practical and financial considerations of the 
group this morning, but after lunch, she would really like for us to consider the issue 
theologically.  Theologically, she has a problem with how such programs enable 
environmental irresponsibility, but one of the greatest points that can be supported 
theologically is the 100 year protection of the forest.  She wants it to be known that she is 
in support of the program.   
 

Meeting broke for lunch at noon with the Doxology for grace. 
Meeting reconvened at 12:50 PM. 
 
Concluding remaining discussion around carbon credit program:  Betsy was invited to 
begin conversation again from a theological framework.  She began by lifting up the need for us 
as a church to frame things theologically.  That’s what makes us different.  If we go back and 
consider creation and stewardship and God’s call as stewards of this planet, the notion of trading 
air as a commodity is ridiculous and even, in some ways, enabling.   
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Les shared his thoughts along these lines as well, pointing out how over time the overall Cap and 
Trade program (although enabling in some senses) does force companies to lower their carbon 
emissions.   
 
Jeff Whitman shared how in 1929, there were no or few trees on the land we had purchased.  It 
had been clear cut.  We purchased it and became good stewards of the land.  And if we enter into 
this agreement, we are making another commitment of faith – protecting the land for another 100 
years.  He does not feel that our participation in the program is enabling of companies that 
pollute.  The air does not belong to us, but it also does not belong to Ameren UE and all the other 
companies that have abused it for so long.  In this program is an opportunity for us to take a 
stand against that idea and be witnesses for environmental justice.   
 
Andy shared how Cap and Trade helps bridge a gap that wouldn’t otherwise be feasible and a 
bridge that needs to exist.  Companies currently polluting at unacceptable levels can’t get to the 
levels they need to right away.   
 
Mike McKee shared his view that yes, we may be a part of the problem (enabling) in some sense, 
but more importantly, we are also a part of the solution.   
 
Jackie shared that she believes we have shown as a conference already how we are good 
stewards of what has been entrusted to us at Shannondale.  As long as we know that God is still 
at the center and we are good about assuring checks and balances, we are blazing a trail for other 
faith-based initiatives.   
 
Jeff Fulk shared about the process he went through -- prayerfully engaging the problem of 
finances in the conference and finding this program – which seemed an insane idea at first site, 
but opened paths of thought and possibility.   
 
Dannie shared reflection on Luke 16 and the shrewd manager and how this might be a good, 
shrewd manager-type move.   
 
Mauri lifted how in other natural resource areas, the poor are being exploited – such as in water 
rights.  This provides us an opportunity to be responsibly and positively engaged in this 
exploitation of natural rights – in a way that limits and questions the power of the historically 
powerful entities. 
 
Jeff Whitman suggested the motion that we approve the concept of moving into a relationship 
with Finite Carbon and that we empower Steven Jeffries and Mike McKee to negotiate the best 
contract possible with Finite Carbon, to be brought back to the council for final approval.  Wes 
Hurt made the motion.  Dannie Burk seconded.  Discussion ensued around details of already 
incurred expenses, tax, and LLC to oversee.  We would pay taxes on this extra income.  Question 
called by Dannie.  Motion carried unanimously.                        
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A special follow-up council meeting was set for Saturday, November 20, 2010 from 10-2 in 
Columbia.  Mike McKee will be present.  Steven Jeffries may be present depending on how 
negotiations with Finite Carbon proceed.   
 
Artist Residency Program proposal from Cliff Aerie and Oikos:  The proposal was included 
in advance materials provided the conference council.  Cliff Aerie has submitted a proposal for a 
three year contract for Oikos (his band) to serve as the artists in residence in Missouri Mid-South 
Conference.  This congregational vitality initiative would be a three year commitment.  There are 
no perceived costs to the conference.  We will not be paying them a salary.  Oikos will be 
applying for grant money, for which we would become the facilitators of that grant money (if 
this proposal is passed).  Cliff has helped to put together the last five Synods through his work on 
national staff.  Christopher Bakriges is a composer and music ethnologist.  Oikos came to the 
2009 Persons in Ministry Retreat.  Oikos’ proposal is to have three to four anchor events per 
year, some of which are listed in the proposal, but to have many other events for a variety of 
people (young adults and older) across the conference.  Their focus goes well beyond jazz; they 
work with groups and local churches to embrace imagination, creativity and the arts in various 
contexts of ministry.   
 
Dale Parson asked for clarification around travel expenses.  Jeff Whitman shared that there will 
be some instances where travel expenses will need to be figured into registration fees.  When 
they travel here, they will be here for a length of days and incorporate as many events into those 
periods of time as possible.   
 
Dannie inquired as to a plan for advertisement.  Wes and Jeff Whitman shared that some of the 
grant money might cover it, and we can work with Leslie Evans on other elements.    
 
Brady asked for a motion.  Cindy Moeller made the motion that we enter into the residency 
program.  Jackie Tyler seconded it.  Motion passed.   
 
Grandin Church:  Jeff Whitman shared that in the 1920’s, the Grandin Church came to the 
conference and shared that they could no longer afford the insurance on their church.  At that 
time, the Grandin Church asked that the conference take over ownership for the Grandin Church 
properties.  According to the 2010 budget, the conference pays $2200 per year for insurance.  In 
August, Jeff Whitman drove to Grandin with Doug Dischinger, our insurance agent and met with 
the licensed pastor.  The church averages about five in attendance on Sundays, and the pastor is 
an unpaid licensed pastor.  They do have a vital community outreach ministry through a thrift 
shop they operate in a run-down building of the property.   

Jeff stated that we need to decide as a council whether this is an acceptable designation of 
conference funds.  We have three options:  1) We can continue to maintain and pay for the 
separate insurance coverage with no change.  The 10/1/10 renewal premium is $1,182,  2) We 
can cancel the current policy and add the Grandin property and liability coverage by 
endorsement to your existing Conference office policy at a cost of $745 property coverage and 
$85 premises liability to total $830.  The congregation would then be considered a tenant in 
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Conference-owned property and asked to carry its own liability coverage, or 3)At a cost of $85 
annually, we may decide to add only premises liability coverage to our existing Conference 
policy.  This decision would result only if you feel that you would not be willing to repair or 
replace the buildings if damaged or destroyed.  The congregation would be free to purchase 
property coverage at their own cost.  4) We could sell the property back to them for $1 and they 
reassume responsibility for insurance coverage. 

Brady asked if Jeff had a recommendation for a motion.  Jeff said that it is really up to the 
council.  He does have a concern that many churches are in a hard place financially, and the 
conference cannot afford to do this for other churches.  

The following questions were raised and answers given:                                                            

• Where is the closet UCC church to Grandin?  Poplar Bluff is the closest.   
• Do we have any idea about how many people are served by this thrift shop?  We do not 

know at this time.  Grandin Church pays for utilities and people from around the area 
come with donations to make some much needed repairs to the church. 

• How many acres are a part of this property?  Each building is at least 1500 sq ft. The 
There is no record of a cemetary at the church. 
 

Jeff Whitman made the recommendation that we maintain liability coverage for the protection of 
the five members that attend the church.  He cannot see having full coverage for a church that we 
would not want to rebuild should it burn down. 

Dannie Burk made the motion that the conference pays the $85 for liability coverage.  Wes Hurt 
seconded the motion.  Discussion ensued.  Jeff will make sure that the payment will cover both 
the church and the thrift store.  Mauri Peaco questioned why we are doing this.  The 
congregation is not in an active covenant relationship with the conference.   Discussion focused 
around the poverty of the area, the outreach of the thrift store’s vital mission and the possibilities 
for support from a community that pitches in to help in some ways already.  Question called.  
Motion passed by majority with two opposed.   
 
Mount Hope Estate:   
Jeff shared that Commerce Bank has been the bank to administer the estate funds.  Last spring, 
we were approached about breaking the estate and dividing the proceeds to the beneficiaries and 
the conference has received $50,323.57:   
 
Jeff proposed that since the conference office is moving, we designate $10,000 for the purchase 
of new office equipment and adding the remainder of the funds to the Conference General 
Endowment Fund.  The motion was made by Dannie Burke.  Seconded by Joyce Bathke.  
Discussion/clarification:  A maximum of $10,000 will be used for conference office relocation 
and the remainder ($40,323,57) will be entered into the conference endowment fund.  Questions 
were raised as to how the money would be spent and why we could not use it to take care of the 
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deficit this year (we’ve been getting income from the estate; once we spend the $50,000, it’s 
gone).  Question called.  Motion carried.   
 
Other Business: 

Rickman Center set-up and costs for this overnight meeting with meals:  the approximate 
cost for us to be here was $1500 for the 24 members.  Binders for everyone amounted to 
about $100. 

 
Don’s Report on Camp MO Val 
• Don offered clarification in regards to the Interim Board of Directors for Camp Mo-Val 

and their tenure.  There was already an interim board called and appointed at the time that 
Don assumed the position as Interim Director of Outdoor Ministries for the conference. 
They had met one time before Don came on board.  They are still searching to understand 
their role in Camp Mo-Val.  Due to the transition of leadership (Director of Outdoor 
Ministries and office administrator), this year has been a year for survival modes and an 
atmosphere of just getting through the year.     

• We had a reasonable successful camping summer at Mo-Val, a huge positive in light of 
the state of the economy.   

• The biggest thing needed at the moment is a bigger vision for ministry.  We may need to 
do the evaluative work of what it means to do real outdoor ministry; in relation to Camp 
Mo-Val and the conference.  The conference’s ablitiy to support the camp at the level that 
it presently does will not be feasible in the future, and income cannot rely on eight weeks 
of summer camp.  So now we must discern what is the vision beyond eight weeks of 
summer camp in reference to revenue.   

• To save money, they did not open the TAMBO site/area of camp this summer. 
• Presently engaged in the transition of moving the camp office to the new Welcome 

Center.  Don shared that camp is still waiting for phone service to be moved from one 
building to the other.  Another group is coming in to hook up the server.  It is coming 
along.   

• This fall will include/has included some fundraising events:  community “Sheltered 
Reality” event in Kirkwood Park, dinner and silent auction at St. John’s of Chesterfield.   

• Starting the 13th of October, there is a school group coming and weekends of use 
continue through until Thanksgiving. No bookings between December and February is a 
concern, but there may be possibilities (perhaps something with Oikos).   

• Camp Mo-Val Sunday is coming up in two weeks. 
• Next meeting of interim board is November 20 at Mo-Val.   

 
Jeff Whitman shared that in his view, the way we are doing outdoor ministry is not sufficient.  
The conference cannot continue to sustain the expenses of Camp Mo-Val.  If nothing is done 
with Shannondale and Mo-Val, they will continue to consume conference revenue, and that 
cannot happen.  Don has been operating almost two months behind since he assumed 
responsibility of Camp Mo-Val.  Questions were raised regarding other conferences and their 
camp situations and whether the conference had looked into corporate sponsorships.  The need 
was raised to look on the bigger scale and look beyond to other conferences and what measures 
they took to sustain their facilities. 
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Concern about the Grandin Property:  Les Kemp made the motion that the conference pay for 
the property coverage for another year since the conference owns the two buildings.  The 
conference attorney should draw up a lease stating that the congregation has to take up the 
liability. Total approx $830.  Cindy Moeller seconded the motion.  Discussion continued from 
before.  Motion did not carry. 
 
Reflections on Our Time Together: 

Positive reflections on the group, the conference, the work done thus far and the 
movement of God in our midst were shared around the room.  Jeff shared that in October 
2009 he told the conference that we were on the borderline between Moab and the 
Wilderness with Ruth.  Today we are crossing over into the Wilderness and it is scary but 
we are moving forward.  We are doing GOD’s work and it is determined by the Spirit.  
The future of this conference depends on the movement of the Spirit.  Let us always 
move forward. 

 
As there was no other business for the council, Brady Abel declared the meeting adjourned at 
3:15 PM.  The meeting adjourned with all participating in the Lord’s Prayer. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

------------------------------------------ 

Respectfully submitted, Leah Atkinson Bilinski, Council Secretary, and Jackie Tyler 


